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Dear all,

The year is rolling by fast and all that we have already 
done – and plan to accomplish in the future – needs to 
be lauded. The obstacles we have faced have 
strengthened our resolve to enthusiastically overcome 
the challenges that await us. Our successes as a 
combined TOTAL PARCO family have similarly further 
cemented our belief in each other and what we can 
accomplish as a collective unit.

Perseverance is key. We 
need to keep finding more 
areas of growth, aim 
towards higher platforms of 
achievements and 
constantly discover a greater 
will to succeed.  Throughout 
all of this, we will continue to 
build our foundation on the 
values of Safety, Respect for 
Each Other, Pioneer Spirit, 
Performance Mindedness 
and Standing Together that 
define our everyday tasks and behaviors.  Our focus will 
also remain on further accentuating factors that are 
strengthening the core of TOTAL PARCO, such as 
Women Empowerment, Innovation and of course, 
celebrating all of our employees.

These beliefs and values are personified in our actions, 
which you will read about in this newsletter. For the first 
time ever, Total’s Startupper Challenge was successfully 
conducted in Pakistan, where we managed to find three 
brilliant young winners that are working towards making 

a change in the country. I am proud to say that TOTAL 
PARCO will be steering their path and guiding them in 
making changes for the betterment of the world. In a 

brilliant display of Standing 
Together and Safety, we 
also successfully held this 
year’s Transport Seminar, 
where we managed to 
welcome Pakistan’s first 
female HTV driver, as well. 
This edition is also filled 
with exciting, innovative, 
projects that we have 
undertaken such as the 
introduction of Double Wall 
Tanks and new initiatives 
we have unveiled, including 

the country’s first ever Total Wash!

As always, I would like to extend my warmest gratitude 
to all the employees of TOTAL PARCO for their 
consistent efforts and unyielding passion that is an apt 
reflection of the attitude and commitment to the 
Company.

Happy reading and till next time!

Perseverance is key. We 
need to keep finding more 
areas of growth, aim 
towards higher platforms 
of achievements and 
constantly discover a 
greater will to succeed.
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TOTAL’S STARTUPPER OF 
THE YEAR COMPETITION 
SUCCESSFULLY 
COMPLETED FOR THE 
FIRST TIME IN PAKISTAN!
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Congratulations to these hard-working young entrepreneurs, who will receive �nancial support, personalized 
support and coaching from TOTAL PARCO Pakistan Limited (TPPL) and a communications campaign to 
publicize their project!

Because ideas need energy to become something 
great, Total launched the Startupper Challenge - a global 
initiative constructed to support projects aiming to 
eradicate widespread problems affecting communities in 
different regions. The event is carried out in nearly 60 
countries worldwide. This year, Pakistan had the privilege to 
host the Challenge for the first time! The competition was 
open to every young local entrepreneur with an innovative 
project or idea.

The journey began in October, 2018, with a press 
event for the media, announcing the launch of the 
Startupper Challenge. This resulted in numerous 
submissions pouring in, with the final 15 innovative 
projects being selected out of more than 1025 entries. 
These selections were made through a questionnaire 
and “Share for Likes” voting phase as part of a social 
media campaign, before finally being reviewed by social 
business professionals. The 15 finalists then pitched their 
ideas over two days to a local jury comprised of TOTAL 
PARCO’s Executive Committee members and external jury 
members from distinguished backgrounds.

Mr. Ozaal Muhammad Zesha Allah
ClassNotes

1st Place

ClassNotes provides educational resources and data 
centric services to the students in Pakistan and the Middle 
East & North Africa (MENA) region, helping 200,000 
students every month prepare for exams effectively by 
providing relevant educational resources and a better 
alternative to tuition and exam preparation centers.

Ms. Bisma Asif
Reuse of Organic Waste

2nd Place

The idea behind this project was to turn rotten fruits and 
vegetables into organic, natural foods and enrich them 
with nutrient fertilizers to grow healthy crops and to 
decrease land pollution. The project targets the agriculture 
sector and aims to help farmers to reduce their cost 
through the use of cheaper organic fertilizers.

Bisma Asif also managed to achieve the coveted Top 
Female Entrepreneur Award, announced this year to 
support women in business!

Ms. Aneeqa Ali
The Mad Hatters

3rd Place

The Mad Hatters is a female led platform for adventure 
seekers to get out of the daily grind and travel to some of 
the less explored areas of Pakistan for a rich cultural 
experience.

startupper
  of the year

PAKISTAN 2018-19
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In a momentous portrayal of TPPL’s Pioneering Spirit, 

one of the first fully automated Car wash facilities in 

Pakistan by the brand name of TOTAL WASH was 

officially launched on 1st March, 2019 at TPPL’s Iqbal 

Filling Station in Lahore. The TOTAL WASH facility, as a 

Company Owned, Company Operated (COCO) 

operation, was inaugurated by CEO – TPPL, Mr. Olivier 

Sabrie, besides members of the TPPL Executive 

Committee and distinguished guests.

TOTAL WASH is a fully automated car wash facility 

integrated with a host of features to efficiently clean 

vehicles. It takes meticulous care in the way vehicles are 

rinsed by utilizing a high pressure washing mechanism 

in conjunction with soft brushes and a unique Lotus 

Polish. Moreover, in keeping with our commitment to 

continuously work towards helping the environment, 

the shampoos being used in TOTAL WASH are over 

80% biodegradable.

The special, state-of-the-art water treatment method 

employed during the wash is designed to ensure that 

vehicles are left with a spotless, streak-free finish. But, 

perhaps the most impressive feature of this new service 

is the fact that the complete wash time, including the 

wax and polishing process, amounts to only 7 to 12 

minutes (depending on the applicable programs).

The retail outlet of the first TOTAL WASH - Iqbal Filling 

Station – is also equipped with a company operated 

TOTAL QUARTZ AUTO CARE (TQAC) service center, 

providing a quick and high standard oil change facility 

for our valuable customers. The TOTAL WASH & 

TQAC’s well trained staff is eager to welcome you, your 

families & friends to have the cutting edge experience 

for the care of your vehicles.

Get ready to shine
with 
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TOTAL RUBIA FLEET HD 300 LAUNCH     |     APNA HAI TOTAL

TOTAL RUBIA range now has a new addition - TOTAL 

RUBIA Fleet HD 300, developed to cater to the changing 

needs of the market. The product is offered keeping in 

mind the promise of quality that the Lubricants division at 

TOTAL PARCO makes to its customers.

TOTAL RUBIA Fleet HD 300 

is developed with state-of-the-art technology to deliver 

the utmost standard of quality with API CF-4 (the highest 

standard for oil as per the American Petroleum Institution 

standards). This segment had to be addressed to fulfill 

the needs of a significant sector and to go shoulder to 

shoulder with the competition in the Diesel Engine Oil 

category. To introduce this latest product, we have 

launched a nationwide BTL campaign to increase 

consumer awareness and engagement.
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THE ALL-NEW

RUBIARUBIA
FLEET HD 300

TOTAL
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As a firm believer in sustainable growth through excellence 
in Health, Safety and Environment (HSE), TPPL held the 
annual Transport Safety Seminar on 27th February 2019. 
The key stakeholders participating in this seminar included 
TPPL CEO – Mr. Olivier Sabrie, members of the Executive 
Committee of TPPL, CEOs of Haulers, Government 
Officials from OGRA & Ministry of Energy (Petroleum 
Division), Industry Experts, Motorway Police and 
Manufacturers. The theme for 2019 was “A Paradigm 
Change in Driving Culture”.

The event started off with the Safety Moment presented by 
Mr. Abdul Waheed (Regional Manager, Transport) 
regarding safety precautions to be taken while driving in 
the rainy season, which was followed by a welcome 
message from VP Operations - Mr. Nawed Tanwir Abbasi. 
A review of HSE performance for 2018 along with 
accidents and their root cause analysis was shared with 
the audience. This was followed by roll out of Transport 
Action Plan 2019. The Health, Safety, Environment & 
Quality (HSEQ) department shared the Driver HSEQ 
Sensibilization Program and the Supply Department 
updated the audience on the progress of work on the 
multi-product pipeline and different infrastructural changes 
expected in 2019 and beyond.

In the second half Mr. Nawed shared the transport 
evolution on becoming the first major OMC to be HSEQ 
and OGRA compliant in Pakistan. He also briefly touched 
upon TPPL’s partnership with the National Highways & 
Motorway Police (NH&MP) in setting up the first Heavy 
Transport Vehicle (HTV) driving simulator and training for 
fuel tanker drivers. Additional IG, Khalid Mahmood, from 
NH&MP was also present at the occasion, and later in the 
day SSP, Hashmat Kamal - also from NH&MP - recognized 

the efforts of the company and appreciated the support 
provided by TPPL in improving the quality of the driving 
school in Sheikhupura.

One of the speakers was Dr. Omer from the Institute of 
Space & Technology, who presented his research on the 
different HTV accidents that occurred in the last few years. 
He stressed upon the importance of learning from failures. 
The audience was then shown video highlights of 
‘Shahsawar League 2019’ and the Simulator Training at 
NH&MP facility.

Towards the end of the seminar, awards were given to the 
Top Three Transporters based on their HSEQ performance 
for 2018 and to the two Best Business Partners for the 
year 2018. These awards were presented by the VP - 
Operations and the CEO. In order to recognize the efforts 
of the transporting companies, it was announced that the 
three best transporters for the current and the last year will 
be provided with a training opportunity at APTH – Le Creusot 
facility in France. This announcement was met with huge 
appreciation from the audience. Shields were presented to 
the external speakers as a token of appreciation for their 
contributions in the transport sector.

The chief guest for the evening was Mr. Olivier Sabrie, CEO 
TPPL. He recognized the performance of transporters in 
reducing the accidents and improving the working 
conditions of drivers. He acclaimed the transport team for 
making the seminar a success and working together 
towards achieving transportation optimization and meeting 
safety standards. He further emphasized on enhancing 
and strengthening the partnership between TPPL and all 
external parties and focused on implementing Horizontal 
and Vertical Integration with all Business Partners.

TRANSPORT
SAFETY SEMINAR
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DOUBLE WALL TANKS - THE PAKISTAN PROJECT    |     APNA HAI TOTAL

The implementation of Double Wall Tanks is an 
innovative solution that comes in the form of a double 
walled underground fuel tank having a provision to 
incorporate a mechanism for leak detection systems. 
In addition to this, a secondary wall system provides 
an interstitial space to contain the leak from primary 
tanks thus minimizing the risk of environmental 
contamination.
  
With the capabilities of leak detection and secondary 
contamination arrangements, the need for the 
construction of an underground tank pit is also 
eliminated.

For the first time in Pakistan, TPPL successfully 
developed three prototype Double Wall Steel Tanks 
compliant with UL-58 & UL-1746 standards. The 
tanks were visited and approved by Mr. Vincent C. 
Rousseau, Technical Manager – Marketing & Services 
(M&S) Asia Pacific and Middle East - during his visit to 
Pakistan. Mr. Rousseau also shared a detailed 
presentation on the global implementation of Double 
Wall Tanks within Total affiliates in a meeting with 
OGRA personnel and the Chief Inspector of 
Explosives, Explosives Department, Ministry of 
Industries and Special Initiatives, in Islamabad. The 
request to add the equipment in the Country 
Petroleum Installation Rules was also made. Both 
authorities were highly receptive of the idea and fully 
endorsed the concept and TOTAL PARCO’s efforts 
towards innovating and enabling environmentally 
friendly solutions. This initiative further 
strengthens our commitment towards 
better energy.  

Double Wall Tanks
The Pakistan Project 2019
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TPPL launched a Digital HSE tool in October, 2017, which 
allowed easier management of retail HSE audits 
procedure, especially after the number of HSE audits and 
reported non-compliances increased manifold following 
the expansion of TPPL’s network size in 2015.

In 2018, 547 audits had been performed on this HSE Tool. 
Some of the salient features of the Digital HSE tool include 
an auto update of non-compliance reports after audit 

submissions and a record of site ratings. Moreover, action 
closure is distributed to all stakeholders - including sales 
representatives & the Engineering department, along with 
greater visibility of the tool by granting access to major 
stakeholders.

This concept was highly commended and given an award 
at the Regional Asia Pacific Innovation Program. The TPPL 
Safety Management System Tool has the provision to 
digitalize other HSE processes as well. Contractor Safety 
Management module is already in progress.

HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT    |     APNA HAI TOTAL
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TOTAL PARCO’s Safety
Management System
Digital Platform

Decantation of petroleum products at retail stations is a very high 
risk and critical activity. To conduct this activity with safety, it is 
imperative that the decantation guidelines are strictly followed by 
the decantation staff.

In this context, TPPL HSE team has developed a sensibilization 
video for all the stakeholders including retailers, dealers’ staff, 
drivers, operations’ representatives and Area Sales Managers for 
safe decantation.

A sensibilization plan has been developed for deployment of this 
video for depots/terminal staff, drivers, retailers, and retail sales 
and operations team. This video is also a part of HSE activity in Top 
Service Dealer Engagement Session, which is being carried out all 
across the retail network of TPPL.

SAFE
DECANTATION
PROCEDURE



On 27th February, 2019, a New Image Retail Station was 
inaugurated at the premises of POTOHAR PETROLEUM in I-9/2, 
Islamabad, by Mr. Olivier Sabrie, CEO TPPL. The aim behind this 
new image concept is to further emphasize our network identity 
with a modern image and installations that seamlessly merge 
with the environment, mirroring TPPL’s commitment towards 
growth, sustainable development and better energy.

The products being offered at our new image retail stations are 
pivotal for visibility and growth, including the recent additions of 
Car Care Products & TOTAL EXCELLIUM HOBC. On the 
occasion, the efforts of all stakeholders involved were highly 
appreciated by the CEO.

NEW IMAGE RETAIL STATION - NEW IMAGE BONJOUR    |     APNA HAI TOTAL
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NEW IMAGE RETAIL STATION
POTOHAR PETROLEUM

A new image Bonjour (shop) was inaugurated on February 28, 2019, in 
the presence of CEO TPPL, Mr. Olivier Sabrie and VP – Retail, Mr. Hassan 
Zaidi, at Khattak F/S – Rawalpindi. The new image model was developed 
to create a more comfortable area for customers at the petrol station and 
provide them with a one-window solution, making a mini market, fast 
food and café available at the same place. This is another step towards 
materializing the commitment to excellence in the region. Subsequently, 
the shop also offers an impressive mixture of retail products, car 
accessories, ATM terminal, and delicious food items that can be enjoyed 
on the go.

New image Bonjour
(Shop) at KHATTAK F/S



Sugar Mills in Pakistan generally use Bitumen based Gear Oils for bearing 
lubrication (avg. 40-50 tons/mill). This is a cheaper solution but reduces the 
bearing’s life, increases maintenance cost and raises environmental concerns. 
A sugar mill’s crushing capacity ranges from 20,000 Tons to 40,000 Tons/day. 
M/s Qadbros is the major Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) for supplies 
of large size mill bearings to the sugar mills and has a major influence on the use 
of appropriate lubricants and warranty claims of bearings. Over the past couple 
of years, the Pakistan Sugar Industry has seen a shift to higher capacity mills 
and it became evident that the normal bitumen based gear oils were unable to 
provide adequate lubricants and bearing’s protection to these larger mills. 
Because Qadbros had to deal with a lot of warranty claims, they 
sought a lubrication solution from the prominent OMCs. The 
main features that they were considering was a suitably higher 
viscosity, adequate flow rate, protection of bearing’s life, and 
associated technical services.

TPPL gave the solution to all these concerns in the form of a 
Premium Quality Semi-Synthetic Gear Oil - CARTER OGL (Open 
Gear Lubricant) 1000 M.

TPPL’s techno-commercial team convinced Qadbros on Carter OGL 
1000 M and - after their consent - started mill to mill prospecting and 
practically proving technical solutions. The salient differentiation points 
of TOTAL PARCO’s product includes, it being a high performance 
semi-synthetic oil that improves protection even at high temperatures and 
portrays excellent extreme pressure and anti-wear properties. Moreover, 
the product does not contain solvents or bituminous compound and 
behaves excellently in the presence of water and sugar cane juice. 
Furthermore, consumption is reduced by 
7-8 times with increased 
protection of bearing’s life and 
a lower maintenance cost and 
downtime. Another huge 
benefit of this was that it is able 
to operate with the existing 
infrastructure at Sugar Mills, 
with no change in pumping 
system required. By providing 
the solution of semi-synthetic 
gear oil, TPPL also earned 
credibility due to the Total Cost 
of Ownership (TCO) approach 
and attained additional 
business as well.

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY - SUCCESS OF CARTER OGL 1000 M     |     APNA HAI TOTAL
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A BREAKTHROUGH IN

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY
OF PAKISTAN - SUCCESS OF

CARTER OGL 1000 M
(SEMI-SYNTHETIC GEAR OIL)



The cement industry in Pakistan is important for the 
economy as it directly contributes around 7.5 percent to 
large-scale manufacturing in the industrial segment. At 
present, there are 24 manufacturing units operating in the 
country with a total installed annual capacity of 49.4 million 
tons.
According to the All Pakistan Cement Manufacturers 
Association (APCMA), Pakistan’s cement industry is 
gearing up for nearly a 50% increase in its capacity over the 
next few years. The surge in demand has been attributed 
to numerous projects under the Public Sector 
Development Program (PSDP) and China-Pakistan 
Economic Corridor (CPEC), combined with increased 
demand from private housing schemes, which are said to 
have bolstered the construction sector over the past few 
years.
It was important to showcase Pakistan’s cement 
manufacturing capabilities to rest of the world and grow 
channels of export. Therefore, in November 2018, Pakistan 
hosted an International Cement Seminar ‘’INTERCEM’’ 
for the first time, organized by INTERCEM and APCMA. 
Many local and International cement companies & 
equipment providers such as Sinoma, FLSmidth, 
Yuntian etc. participated in this event which lasted for 3 
days. TPPL - fulfilling the global and local focus on 
Industrial Lubricants growth in cement segment - 

TOTAL PARCO PARTICIPATES IN INTERCEM     |     APNA HAI TOTAL
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grabbed this opportunity and participated in INTERCEM 
with full zeal.
During the opening sessions at INTERCEM, TPPL CEO, 
Mr. Olivier Sabrie gave the introductory 
speech and presented Total and TPPL’s Lubes 
and Fuel activities in Pakistan whilst 
addressing an audience of over 300 
individuals. Mr. Olivier Lerasle (Material 
Manager- Total HQ Paris) gave the complete 
cement market presentation, Lubrilog and of 
technical services.
An attractive stall was set-up along with different 
engagement sessions including technical and commercial 
presentations, launch of Lubrilog range and product 
knowledge. TPPL’s participation in INTERCEM was very 
well recognized by all cement companies and later proved 
to be an overall success in terms of growth in Industrial 
Lubricants, Specialties and Fuel sales.

TOTAL PARCO
PARTICIPATES IN

INTERCEM



February, 2019, marked a historic event at TPPL as we had the privilege to 
welcome Senior Vice President Human Resources (M&S - Total Group), 
Mr. Christian Des Closieres for the first time to Pakistan. During his visit he 
was taken around for sightseeing tours where he met the diverse groups 
of employees and appreciated the hospitality of the Pakistani people. He 
was amazed by the astounding beauty, delicious food and mesmerizing 
culture of this region. The TPPL Family was excited to meet him; hence a 
cocktail event was organized in his honor where employees in the Head 
Office had a chance to interact with him. In order to strengthen the vitality 
of Pioneer Spirit and appreciate the competitive edge, the winners of 
Innovation Idea & HSE Best Practices were presented shields by him.
Mr. Christian encouraged positive behaviors, values and proximity 
leading to an inclusive culture. In order to progress towards greater 
objectives he appreciated line managers working closely with their 
teams as coaches. We at TOTAL PARCO endorse his message and 
are determined to move forward by building on his insights.

BONJOUR! MR. CHRISTIAN    |     APNA HAI TOTAL 
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Bonjour!
Mr. Christian



TOTAL PARCO’S
FIRST BATCH 
OF MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE PROGRAM-2018    |     APNA HAI TOTAL
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The HR team at TPPL always strives to enhance its presence in the 
market as a first-class employer and thrives upon attracting a 
versatile talent pool for new initiatives. A similar initiative was 
launched back in November 2017, where the CEO and the HR 
team agreed to launch the first Management Trainee 
Program. It was a huge initiative and required 
tremendous effort to make this project a success 
for the organization.

The initiative was based on training fresh 
talent in understanding the corporate 
environment by developing the essential 
skill set required to excel in the corporate 
sector. Moreover, this initiative also aimed 
to explore newer horizons of innovation, 
enhance employer branding across the country and 
create ambassadors for TPPL in the corporate world.

After extensive planning, the MTO program was launched and 21 
graduates from renowned institutes across the country, possessing 
extraordinary academic backgrounds and leadership potential, were 
hired in March 2018. Our very first batch of Management Trainee 
Officers made their way out of the comprehensive assessment 
ranging from screening to assessment tests and interviews. 
During their induction process, the HR team organized 
an MTO Induction Seminar where they interacted 
with the department heads of the Company. 
The Program was one of its kind with every 
MTO assigned an exclusive project with 
defined outcomes throughout the year.

Towards the end of the program, the respective mentors 
provided scoring and feedback on the MTOs and they were 
added to the Talent Pool for future recruitment. On 7th March, 2019 
the program was concluded with an event celebrating the successful 
training of the first batch of MTOs. This emotionally charged day was 
not only filled with goodbyes but also with a sense of achievement 
and success. The completion certificate ceremony and presence of 
our CEO and Executive Committee was an honor for the young 
professionals, emphasizing their recognition. The HR team at TPPL 
hopes that this initiative will prove fruitful for the organization as well 
as the MTOs – we wish them all the best!



WOMEN EMPOWERMENT    |     APNA HAI TOTAL
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at TOTAL PARCO

#BalanceForBetter is an important aspect at TPPL, 
mirroring one of our core values - Respect for Each 
Other.

This year – for the first time ever – the CEO and 
Executive Committee members joined TPPL female 
employees for lunch at Lahore and Karachi offices and 
shared their valuable insights with them for a more 
gender balanced workplace in almost every field. 
Chocolates & giveaways were distributed amongst the 
female employees of TPPL as a token of appreciation. 
Message boards were placed in Lahore and Karachi 
where the women shared their views on a gender 
balanced workplace and how they can contribute 
towards it.

International Women’s Day
#BalanceForBetter

Women
Empower�ent

Staying consistent with the theme of empowering 
women, TPPL acknowledged Ms. Shamim Akhtar – the 
first female HTV driver of Pakistan and a symbol of 
women breaking boundaries by persevering in the face 
of obstacles. TPPL first welcomed her at the Transport 
Safety Seminar 2019 where her achievements were 
lauded and she was provided with gifts to acknowledge 
her efforts.

It was also announced that TPPL would facilitate her 
training at the NH&MP HTV simulator facility in 
Sheikhupura, which she successfully underwent, 
empowering Ms. Shamim Akhtar with safe driving 
techniques to enable improvement in her HTV driving 
skills. This was another proud milestone for the 
company, once again portraying the resolve to promote 
diversity not just within the workplace, but towards the 
society as a whole.

Honoring Pakistan’s first ever
female HTV Driver!



BEHBUD SPRING FIESTA 2019!    |     APNA HAI TOTAL
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TPPL was pleased to collaborate with the Behbud 
Association - Karachi as co-sponsor for facilitating 
arrangement of the Behbud Spring Fiesta 2019. The 
Spring Fiesta is an annual fundraiser and all the proceeds 
help run Behbud schools, health care and vocational 
training centers. The event was full of shopping stalls, 
entertainment and food – but the TOTAL PARCO stall was 
the most happening place!

In keeping with our core value of Safety, our dedicated stall 
had fun-filled activities and sessions for children to 
promote the message of Safety at work, home and on the 
road. Along with being informative, these safety games 
- brilliantly planned and conducted by the HSE 
team - drove children in large numbers to our 
stall. Children also had the chance to have their 
picture taken in a cut-out and become a 
“Fireman for the Day”. The participating kids 
were given chocolates and balloons. Along 
with these, lucky draws were also held at the 
stall, for which large crowds gathered at the 
chance to have their name called out to attain 
the prize of a TOTAL PARCO Club Card. In 
doing so, we also managed to build on our 
customer base. The same children at the stall 

became our very own volunteers and helped us pick out 
the winner from the lucky draw box.

As co-sponsor we worked towards supporting Behbud’s 
cause to educate deserving students, hone skills of 
talented women and men, and help treat numerous 
patients - keeping in line with our commitment towards 
actions pertaining to Socio Economic Development & 
Education. The day was enriching as it gave TPPL the 
chance to spend quality time with families and aid in a very 
noble cause.

BEHBUD SPRING
FIESTA 2019!
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TPPL once again transformed its value of Pioneer Spirit into 
tangible actions by being one of the first Total affiliates to 
successfully migrate to the new Website Platform. The procedure 
took almost a year of dedicated back-end optimization, which the 
Communications team initiated, worked on and executed 
successfully. Along with an aesthetically pleasing visual identity, 
the new website format caters to an easier user journey, firmer 
adherence to global norms, streamlined approach to information 
dissemination and greater possibilities of communicating online.
Visit us right now at www.totalparco.com.pk

TOTAL PARCO
successfully
implements
New Website!

SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENTS NEW WEBSITE!   |     APNA HAI TOTAL


